Massillon Museum Supply Suggestions
for Preserving your Photographs, Documents, Films, and Textiles

Helpful Guides:

MassMu Collections Toolkits
http://massillonmuseum.org/collections-toolkits
Includes preserving garments and textiles, preserving photographs, digitizing photo negatives.

Northeast Document Center for Conservation
https://www.nedcc.org/free-resources/preservation-leaflets/overview
Leaflets on all types of preservation and storage, including emergency procedures for water damage.

Conservation:

ICA Art Conservation
http://www.ica-artconservation.org/
Cleveland, Ohio

McKay Lodge Laboratory, Fine Art Conservation
http://mckaylodge.com/
Oberlin, Ohio

Appraisals:

WIESCHAUS & COMPANY: Kathleen Wieschaus-Voss
http://wieschaus.blogspot.com/
Canton, Ohio
330.456.6600
kwieschaus@aol.com
Purchasing Digitization Equipment

B&H Photo for scanning/camera equipment
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/

Scanner

PortaComics LiDE120 Color Image Scanner

Canon CanoScan LiDE120

Scanner

Portable Scanner

VuPoint Solutions MAGIC InstaScan Portable Smart Scanner

B&H Photo for scanning/camera equipment

http://www.bhphotovideo.com/

DSLR Camera

Nikon D3300 DSLR Camera with 18-55mm Lens (Grey)

B&H Photo for scanning/camera equipment

http://www.bhphotovideo.com/
Copy stand to mount your camera facing directly down to your lightbox or photo

Lightbox
Gaylord for Archival Supplies

http://www.gaylord.com/

**Safest to choose unbuffered materials.** Buffered have added materials that can harm some collections or help others.

**Folders for photos or documents, 12-pack archival folders $10**

![Archival folders](image)

**Document Boxes to hold folders and/or envelopes of photos or documents, $5-10 each**

![Document boxes](image)

**Paper Envelopes**

![Paper envelopes](image)
Polyester or Mylar Envelopes (beware the static cling!)

Pens for identifications

Test the PH of your boxes and tissue with this pen
Textile Boxes (Dresses, uniforms, quilts, etc)

Film cans

Rare Book Boxes